



 




















http://www.ssqgroup.com/


     





 

   

  





 
 

 

 

 


 

 

 



 

 



 

  

 



 
 

 














     

   

   

   

    







 

 

 

 




 


 

 


 




 


 

 

 









https://www.tradsafetysystems.co.uk/
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https://mcrma.co.uk/
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https://www.burtonroofing.co.uk/
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https://www.kingspan.com/gb/en-gb/about-kingspan/kingspan-insulated-panels
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“Our industry does not reflect the wider
community, but we’re short of skilled people. I
want to be more welcoming and genuinely open
and get rid of this male-dominated image we
have. It’s reflected on the NFRC board – we’re all
white, middle-aged men. 






 











































The NFRC came together with nine other roofing
organisations and associations - all working
together  - to contact the education minister and
get the school maintenance funding announced.
And it worked. That’s what we can achieve
together.
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At a time when many construction

businesses are faced with additional

pressures because of the pandemic,

keeping on top of what lies ahead is more

challenging than ever before. That is why

being a member of a trade association is so

important.



  








 

 


 




 
 



































































 



https://www.lrwa.org.uk/
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It is more important
than ever to
prioritise safety by
considering the
alternatives to hot
works.




  
  





































































































 



https://www.filon.co.uk/
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https://www.instar-uk.co.uk/
https://www.bauder.co.uk/roof-systems
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Future coating development is looking at ways
to improve infra-red reflectance. The idea is for a
roof coating that reduces the amount of 
infra-red radiation absorbed and thereby
reducing the amount of heat passed through it,
into the building. 














































 


 

https://eurofast-uk.com/
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The vegetation, growing
media and filtration fabrics
used in the green roof
construction also filter dust
and pollution from the air
and rainfall, reducing the
amount of chemicals and
pollutants that reach the
surrounding water courses. 




























































 



https://www.hambleside-danelaw.co.uk/
https://www.lifestiles.co.uk/


      

















































 





 

























































 
 
 














  







  

    
    
   
   
    
     

    


















https://www.quantuminsulation.com/
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Post-Grenfell, there’s
been a huge hike in
PI premiums, as a
result of
underwriters
retreating from that
particular
insurance sector
due to the increased
perceived risk. It’s
led to fewer
companies
providing cover.






































 































 




















 










 
















 





https://spra.co.uk/
https://www.deks.co.uk/
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Insurers’ severe economic losses following
the pandemic, estimated to top $200bn, will
only lead to further coverage erosion in the
guise of new exclusions, higher deductibles,
lower limits and more disputed claims. 

 













































































































































































   
   
    
 




The rapidly changing pandemic situation can
lead to new coverage restrictions suddenly
placing firms in breach of commercial
contracts that form the basis of existing
projects. 



https://www.whitesales.co.uk/


      





    










 
































Being aware of
skills gaps is
important ... In an
industry where
reputation and
word-of-mouth is
crucial, having the
right training and
skills is paramount
to continued
success and
maintaining high
standards. 




















































 



 

Avoiding any lingering conflict within
your own organisations, and the wider
supply chain, is vital if we are to survive
the potentially uncertain times ahead. 
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https://seamlessaluminium.co.uk/


            



Contractors or subcontractors should not be bullied into working if they
have genuine safety concerns for their employees, nor should they 
be allowed to hold clients to ransom. But they must get as watertight 
an agreement as possible before work commences, or problems 
will fester.
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https://everroof.co/


      



  






 








































For SIG Roofing, this
‘barometer’ on the
economy currently
shows that the
refurbishment market
is very busy, along
with kitchen
extensions and small
works such as garden
rooms.
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https://www.sigroofing.co.uk/
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The inclusion of the newly defined Air
Permeable Low Resistance (APLR)
membranes as a specific construction type
is one of the principle additions to 2020
BS5250. 










 




 










 



















































































 




















































The advantage of Air Permeable Low Resistance underlay is that, in
addition to allowing vapour to escape by diffusion, it also allows a
degree of airflow to boost the transfer of moisture vapour. 
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Good quality slates,
or clay or concrete
roof tiles, can last
well over 100 years.
Usually, it is more
likely that other
components of the
roof will require
maintenance or
replacement well
before the roof tiles
or slates, such as
mortar, battens,
fixings and underlay
membranes. 



https://www.cupapizarras.com/uk/


      






































 






 






































































 


























 In recent years,
many new products
have been developed
that come
remarkably close to
slate in appearance
- and offering other
advantages.



https://www.proctorgroup.com/


      





It’s an ideal and
accessible option for
roofing contractors
who are looking to
expand their offering.
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https://crest-bst.co.uk/
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Maternity roosts, often found in buildings, are particularly
important since bats are a slow breeding species that only have one
baby (called a pup) a year. 


 




https://roofcert.co.uk/register/?utm_source=Roofing%20Today&utm_medium=Display%20Ad&utm_campaign=Recruitment&utm_content=Roofers-they-can-trust


      





































































































































 
     


Roosts are protected even when bats are not
present, such is the essential part each roost
plays in a bat’s life cycle. For instance, bats will
use a cool, humid roost to hibernate (go into
‘torpor’) in the winter months, but they require
a warm, dry place to have their young in the
summer months and roof spaces frequently
fulfill this latter need.







https://www.tapcoroofingproducts.com/
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Safety should always come first when erecting
and using scaffolding, with the risks associated
with working at height effectively controlled
and managed. 























 




 



 



 



























  
   
    
    

     
    
     
 
    
  


      






 




https://www.madefortrade.co/
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According to police
figures, tool theft
from sites costs £95
million a year, and
the problem is getting
worse.






























   







Tool vaults are designed to both prevent
opportunist tool theft and discourage thieves.

https://www.roofgiant.com/


           

  




Makita has launched four new 40V
brushless angle grinder models as
part of its exciting new XGT range -
Makita’s new, powerful cordless
40V lithium-ion battery platform,
affording users with high levels of
power for demanding jobs with the
flexibility and portability of
cordless. For professional use in
high demand industrial
applications, the new brushless
angle grinders are engineered to
deliver the power and performance
of a corded machine, without the
hassles and restrictions of a cord. The new XGT 40V Max GA005G and GA004G Angle
Grinders operate with a slide switch and with 125mm and 115mm wheel diameter
options respectively. The new XGT 40V Max GA013G Angle Grinder with 125mm
wheel diameter and the GA012G Angle Grinder with 115mm wheel diameter are both
operated with a paddle switch function. With enhanced safety in mind, the low
vibration grinders include an electric brake and Makita’s Active Feedback sensing
Technology (AFT) turns the motor off if the rotation speed suddenly slows or if the
wheel is forced to stop. Kevin Brannigan, Marketing Manager, said: “The new 40V XGT
battery platform stands side-by-side with our industry-leading 18V LXT system and we
are delighted to offer professionals a wider choice of battery-powered solutions for
a truly cordless job site.” Visit www.makitauk.com.

Makita UK has added the HS004G Circular Saw and
JR001G Reciprocating Saw to its new XGT 40V Max
range of high-performance cordless tools. Both
machines have been engineered to make high-demand
work quicker, easier and safer. The 190mm HS004G
Circular Saw features Makita’s brushless motor
technology for improved efficiency and longer battery
life. It has twin LED job lights, is compatible with the
Makita guide rail system without an adapter and is
capable of 48° bevel cuts. The HS004G also has a soft
start function and a no-load speed of 6,000rpm but the
inclusion of Makita’s Automatic Torque Drive (ADT)
Technology means that the cutting speed is
automatically adjusted according to the load conditions.
Added to the XGT range, is the JR001GBrushless
Reciprocating Saw. It offers outstanding performance
with a cutting speed of up to 3000 strokes per minute,
two electronic speed settings and a variable speed
trigger. Kevin Brannigan, Marketing Manager, said:
“With automatic speed control and wireless connection
to dust extraction units, the new circular saw ensures
both effective and safe work, even on the most
demanding tasks. The newly added reciprocating saw
makes cutting metal, wood or pipe fast and efficient
with less strain on the operator.” Visit
www.makitauk.com. 


 

Built in the 1960s, this primary school consists of two
separate octagonal buildings, each of which has an
octagonal classroom at its centre, used for assemblies,
drama and physical education. The roofs were visibly
ageing, so the Venn Academy Trust invited BMI and
AHR consultants of Huddersfield to survey the roof and
apply for Condition Improvement Funds. As the survey
found that the existing roofs were in good enough
condition to remain in situ and act as the substrate, the
bid was to install an overlay system that included BMI
Total Torch Vapour Control, BMI Thermazone
Roofboard Insulation, TorchSafe T.A. Underlay and
Thermaweld FireSmart Capsheet. James Wilkinson,
Regional Director, AHR said: “We chose BMI because
they provided a robust solution to the waterproofing
challenges, through their site surveys and initial
specifications. They also offer technical support by way
of regular site visits and issuing of site reports that
ensure the project is installed as per specification.” The
combination of skilled application and craftsmanship
and the installation of the BMI Icopal built-up roofing
system will provide a warmer, drier and brighter
learning environment for the pupils at Thorpepark
Academy for years to come; supported by an
independently insured industry-leading guarantee.
Visit www.bmigroup.com/uk.




Bilco UK is supporting specifiers, architects, engineers
and facilities managers in achieving the highest
standards in safety, efficiency and aesthetics with the
launch of its new SKY Flatglass smoke vent. The
innovative product, which can be installed on flat roofs
across a wide range of commercial and residential
building types, offers professionals a diverse ‘three in
one’ solution, as it can be utilised as a smoke vent, roof
access hatch and rooflight. Suitable for installation on
new build developments or retrofitted onto existing
projects, the CE marked smoke vent can be wired into
the Building Management System to provide a fully
compliant solution that will automatically open in the
event of a fire or smoke. The SKY Flatglass is fully
compliant with all relevant building regulations outlined
in Approved Document B and is tested to BS EN
12101-2 to support professionals in achieving
constant compliance in line with latest legislations.
Darren Waters, M.D. of Bilco UK, said: “We look
forward to working with our clients over the coming
months throughout the specification and delivery
stages to introduce our new SKY Flatglass smoke vent
and the wide range of benefits it has to offer.” 
Visit www.bilcouk.co.uk or tel. 01284 701696. 



 
Swift to install and vandal
resistant, the BMI AeroDek
lightweight metal roofing
tiles from BMI enabled
contractors to replace the
failing roof at St Helen’s
Sutton Academy with
minimum disruption,
bringing it up to 21st century
standards while maintaining
its modernistic appearance.
Covered against failure to
provide a weatherproof roof
with BMI’s 40-year
insurance-backed  product guarantee, the 5200m2 roof is the first phase of the re-
roofing project, yet it is a case of ‘spot the join’ as the coated zinc aluminium galvanised
steel tile panels closely match the existing concrete tiles. “It’s a good all-round package
for the school: a well-known product backed by a strong guarantee,” remarks Stuart
Jenness, of surveyors Lancaster Maloney, who commissioned the roof. “There were a
lot of positives to specifying BMI AeroDek tiles, particularly speed,” he continues. “BMI
AeroDek tiles are very fast to install, so classrooms were back in use quickly and the
time that the building was exposed to elements was cut to an absolute minimum.” The
strength of the BMI AeroDek tile was also a consideration, as the school is composed
of one and two-storey buildings. For more details of BMI UK & Ireland’s pitched and
flat roofing technology solutions, visit www.bmigroup.com/uk.


 
Ravago Building Solutions has appointed Adam
Hilmi as a new Account Manager, solely focused
on Building customers in Northern England and
Scotland. Adam joins the Commercial Team,
bringing a wealth of expertise and market
knowledge to the company; he has accumulated
twenty years in the construction products
industry. In his new role, Adam will be
responsible for working with Ravago’s Building
customers North of Birmingham, helping them
navigate Ravago Building Solution’s portfolio of
high-performance Ravatherm XPS thermal
insulation products, and will be the lead contact
for any matters specific to Building customers in
the area. Before joining Ravago Building Solutions, Adam spent 15 years working in
various managerial roles for SIG Distribution. He has also worked in management and
sales positions at Travis Perkins and Jewson’s. Chris Gimson, Commercial Director UK
and Ireland at Ravago Building Solutions, said: “We recently launched our range of
high-performance Ravatherm XPS X roofing and flooring products and are delighted to
welcome Adam to the team at this exciting period in our 60-year history. I am confident
that our customers will benefit from his comprehensive account management abilities.”
Visit www.ravagobuildingsolutions.co.uk.





 


http://www.bilcouk.co.uk
http://www.ravagobuildingsolutions.co.uk
http://www.bmigroup.com/uk
http://www.makitauk.com
http://www.makitauk.com
http://www.bmigroup.com/uk
http://www.ubbink.co.uk/Home.aspx
http://tyvek.construction.dupont.com/rooftest


     

 

 

To celebrate the launch of its new XGT 40V Max battery platform, leading power tool
manufacturer, Makita UK, is offering professionals the opportunity to claim a FREE 40V
battery (2.5Ah) with selected XGT product purchases via a brand new redemption
scheme. The battery promotion entitles end users to claim a free 40V 2.5Ah lithium-
ion battery with purchases of selected products within Makita’s new cordless 40V XGT
range. The selected products must include the suffix ‘GD101’, ‘GD102’, or ‘GD103’
and be purchased before the 30th September 2020. Once a qualifying XGT ‘GD101’,
‘GD102’, or ‘GD103’ product has been purchased within the promotional period from
an authorised Makita dealer, the end user customer needs to register their claim within
28 days of purchase, via a dedicated microsite by submitting their details and proof of
purchase. On successful application, customers will receive their free gift after 30 days.
Kevin Brannigan, Marketing Manager at Makita UK, said: “We are pleased to offer a
cost-effective gateway into our new 40V XGT system so that professionals can enjoy
more flexibility with equipment that is durable, reliable and perfect for the job.” Visit
www.makitauk.com/redemption.


Bond It, which ranks as one of the UK’s
leading manufacturers of sealants,
adhesives and building chemicals, has
identified the need to offer more wood
treatment products under its new Wood
Guard banner. With recent EU legislation
banning ingredients such as propiconazole,
products containing this active ingredient
are currently being phased out throughout
the industry. In response to this,Bond It has
introduced a Coloured Wood Preserver that
offers a water based alternative containing
no VOCs and no propiconazole, making it
safer to use. It contains a fungicide
specifically formulated for use against wood
rotting, decay and staining fungi, algae,
lichen and other growths on wood surfaces.
It is an ideal product for the protection of
outdoor timber structures such as sheds,
fences, trellis, pergolas, gazebos etc and can be applied to all rough, sawn or smooth
timbers. Dr Kayleigh Cox-Novak, technical manager at Bond It, says: “As a business,
Bond It are quick to react to legislative changes affecting the construction industry and
strive to offer safer solutions to the users of our products. The launch of Coloured Wood
Preserver reflects this focus on continued innovation and improvement.” For more
information on tel. 01422 315300 or visit www.bond-it.co.uk.


Everyone needs to be cool, dry and safe
at work this summer - to maintain
wellbeing and working efficiency on
site.That’s why Snickers’ new Topwear
will make work this summer a real
breeze! There’s also brand new LITE
Work Trousers and Shorts, plus special
offer ‘Two-pack’ 100% Cotton T-shirts.
Choose from three different easy-care
colour and design options to
compliment whatever you’re wearing -
at work or play. There’s also new
Hoodies, Sweatshirts and Hi-vis Protec
Work protective wear in a range of
styles and colours that are super-light
and quick drying with advanced
ventilation to keep you cool when it’s
warm. They’ve all got superb, body-
mapping designs for an amazing fit,
outstanding functionality and long-
lasting comfort – all day, every day.
Getting information on the Snickers’
Summer Workwear range is easy. You can call the Hultafors Group Helpline on 01484
854788 or  checkout the website and download a digital catalogue at
www.snickersworkwear.co.uk or email sales@hultaforsgroup.co.uk.

 
Makita has expanded its XGT 40V Max
range of cordless power tools with the
launch of four new brushless angle
grinders – engineered to deliver the
power needed for high-demand
applications, with the added flexibility
and improved safety of cordless. Also
added to the range is the CF001GZ
40V Max ‘Swing Fan’, ideal for keeping
cool and air circulating in all seasons.
To maximise on-site productivity, the
GA022GZ, GA023GZ, GA028GZ and
GA029Z have been designed to
withstand frequent heavy-duty cutting
and grinding. Each model delivers a no
load speed of 3,000-8,500rpm and
features a variable speed dial, enabling operators to easily control and adjust the speed
of the machine, depending on the application. Kevin Brannigan, Marketing Manager at
Makita said: “For improved efficiency, XGT machines all benefit from Makita’s
brushless motor and optimised charging process – keeping operators working for
longer, disruption free.” To make working on site more comfortable, Maita has also
added is the cordless, portable CF001GZ 40V Max Swing Fanto its XGT range. The
ultra-quiet fan has three wind speed settings (high, medium and low) and delivers a
maximum air speed of 120m/min - 190m/min, depending on the setting chosen. Visit
www.makitauk.com. 

 

With high winds in excess
of 130mph prevalent on
the Orkney Islands, a
solution was required that
could withstand these
elements when it came to
roofing a new facility for
elderly and vulnerable
members of the
community. The BMI
Redland Mini Stonewold
Slate was chosen due to its
strength, robustness and
appearance of natural slate. The Redland Mini Stonewold Slate in grey was chosen by
OIC for several reasons, explains OIC Senior Project Officer John Wallace. “The tile is
very popular here and is popular with our planners. From the planners’ point of view,
it has a flat slate appearance like many of our traditionally built roofs. It’s also very
strong, especially when fully fixed, which makes it the perfect choice given our
environmental conditions”. This view is reinforced by Stephen Kemp, M.D. of Orkney
Builders. “These islands must be one of the largest purchasers of this particular tile,”
he says. “It’s specified because it doesn’t fail.” The Mini Stonewold range has
interlocking edges to simplify installation and can be laid at pitches as low as 17.5° in
both new build and refurbishment projects. Visit www.bmigroup.com/uk.

 
The DPB183Z and DPB184Z offer the
high-power and flexibility needed to
tackle a wide range of metal-cutting
tasks and are ideal for professional
trades people working across sectors
such as electrical, plumbing and metal
fabrication. The compact and
lightweight design of the DPB183Z and
DPB184Z makes them easy to
manoeuvre around tight working
spaces. Angled specifically for comfort,
the DPB183Z and DPB184Z’s
ergonomic handle design has been
engineered to ensure ease of use in
both horizontal and vertical operation,
making these machines incredibly versatile. For stable and secure cutting, both
machines include durable, lightweight aluminium housings, with an optional grip
handle for even greater control. The DPB183Z and DPB184Z benefit from Makita’s
variable speed control, which allows operators to select the ideal cutting speed for each
application simply by adjusting the dial. Constant speed control also provides stable
and secure cutting, as the blade speed is maintained. Matt Chilton, Product Manager
- Tools at Makita explains more: “With no carbon brushes in the motor causing friction,
wear and tear is minimised. And, as no energy is lost through heat production, the
DPB183Z and DPB184Z can continue to work for longer, maximising on-site
productivity.” Visit www.makitauk.com.

 





 



Building in urban areas
requires careful
consideration for both the
environment and the users of
the space; people not only
want to be closer to their
work and minimise use of
transport, but they also want
outdoor and green space too.
The solution? Take the
outdoor space to the rooftop.
The range of waterproofing
and insulation solutions offered by Soprema UK Limited, allows the rooftop to become
a usable area.  Firstly, a primer is applied to the concrete, then the waterproofing
membrane (typically liquid-applied) is laid, with the insulation being laid on top and
weighted down with either paving slabs or ballast.  This means that the membrane is
protected by the insulation, from the constant changes in weather and limits the
damage caused by traffic on the roof. Soprema’s Duoflex structural waterproofing
system is one option for installation under green roofs, ballasted or paved areas. It is a
formulation of rubberised bitumen, modified with SBS and is supplied in solid blocks
ready for on-site melting. The system offers superior mechanical properties, is durable,
self-healing, is 100% bonded to the structure, easy to install and is designed to last the
lifetime of the structure to which it is applied. Tel. 0330 058 0668 or email
info@soprema.co.uk.



Rainclear Systems, the UK’s leading
stockist and online retailer of metal
rainwater and drainage systems, have
introduced a new range of A1 fire rated,
non-combustible raised floor pedestals
from Harmer to the website. The new
range has been designed to comply with
the latest building fire regulations released
in response to the Hackitt report,
following the Grenfell tragedy. The
introduction of the new Building Safety
Regulator will hold manufacturers,
architects, designers, and anyone involved in building projects to account for their
choice of materials, ensuring that anyone involved in the design, specification,
construction and management of a project that includes external spaces can confidently
specify (non-combustible) products that meet new government requirements for fire
safety. In response to more stringent safety measures, many manufacturers are
addressing the need to provide safer solutions, producing products that are classified
as A1 and A2 fire-rated, and Harmer has produced this A1 Fire Rated range of
pedestals .Manufactured from steel by drainage industry leader Harmer, they will not
crack, split, or warp while providing strong support for decking or flooring joists. The
friendly, knowledgeable team at Rainclear Systems are always happy to offer technical
advice and quotations. Visit www.rainclear.co.uk/supports/non-combustible-pedestal-
support tel. 0800 644 44 26 or email sales@rainclear.co.uk.


Offering an extra peace
of mind to customers
the elZincAlkimi®
range, available in the
UK through SIG Zinc &
Copper, is now
available with a lifetime
warranty. Unique to the
metal roofing and
cladding market the
guarantee is the first of
its kind and currently
the only zinc warranty
available that covers your product for life. elZinc roofing products are fabricated using
titanium zinc alloy and rolled in accordance with EN988 and the company’s own
quality standards. The company has also invested heavily in cutting edge technology
for the manufacture of their products meeting rigorous quality protocols to produce a
zinc with exceptional quality for any project. Meeting these high standards has enabled
elZincto to have absolute confidence in their products and offer a guarantee that is
unique in the sector. The guarantee covers the ‘service life’ of the product and will
protect against flaking, blistering, peeling, cracking and chalking and will not fade to
any colour that cannot be associated with naturally weathering or naturally weathered
zinc. The lifetime warranty only applies to the elZincAlkimi® material itself and does
not cover the entire system. Visit www.sigzincandcopper.co.uk/elzinc/or tel. 0330 123
1820.


  
These NEW slim-fit stretch trousers deliver
extreme working comfort all day, every day. Hi-
tech fabrics and body-mapping designs in the
NEW multi-purpose ALLROUNDWork 4-Way
Stretch Trousers from Snickers Workwear ensure
maximum working mobility wherever you are on
site. The 4-way stretch fabrics integrated into
these Work Trousers deliver maximum freedom
of movement for all kinds of work all year round
as well as improved ventilation and overall
comfort. With great fit and superb value for
money they have a slimmer tailored fit for better
all-round looks and protection against snagging.
Plus reinforced stretch Cordura in the certified
KneeGuard System for greater flexibility, comfort
and durability. They’re specially designed to take
the new D30 ERGO Craftsman Kneepad. Check
out all the Stretch Garments from Snickers
Workwear – the optimal choice for craftsmen
and women who need to get every job done
comfortably and efficiently on site. Getting information on the Snickers’ newStretch
Trousers is easy. Tel. 01484 854788, checkout the website and download a digital
catalogue at www.snickersworkwear.co.uk or email sales@hultaforsgroup.co.uk



A trend towards more visually
pleasing warehousing and industrial
and agricultural buildings has seen
Onduline Building Products launch a
colourful new cladding and roofing
solution. ONDUPLAST COLOUR is
an opaque fibreglass sheet with a
special polyester film that gives the
sheet a surface level of protection to
ensure high resistance to bad
weather. Available in red, grey and
green, it is simple to install and
carries a 10 year weather proof
guarantee when correctly installed to
recommended Onduline installation guidelines. Onduline Technical Sales Manager,
Greg Hissey, said: “ONDUPLAST COLOUR not only looks good, it requires no specialist
tooling for installation and its light weight optimises transport costs.”As well as coming
in a range of pleasing colours, ONDUPLAST COLOUR has good technical strength,
excellent wind upload properties and is highly chemical resistant. Greg added: “While
it is brand new it has the ease of installation that is associated with our products when
you use traditional Onduline accessories and fixings.” As well as being suitable or the
industrial, commercial and agricultural sectors, it can also be used for DIY projects
such as car ports and cladding for garden outbuildings. Visit www.onduline.co.uk.


As part of its own
contribution to improving air
quality, NHS Property
Services chose to replace
the roof of the Hattersley
Health Centre in Hyde,
Greater Manchester, with a
roof system that reduces the
effects of pollution, by
converting nitrous oxides
that are present into benign
nitrates. Working in
collaboration with the BMI
technical specification team, Urban Design & Consult (UDC) developed the remedy for
the failing roof that not only replaced it with an eco-friendly alternative, but also a
method of working that enabled the centre to operate without disrupting normal patient
care and services. “We’ve worked with BMI over many years and we’re very happy with
the technical service that provides, the quality of its Icopal range and the robustness
of the guarantee,” says UDC director Dave Percy. The new roof put forward by UDC
was the Icopal Noxite Classic built up felt system, in which the Noxite Capsheet
reduces the effects of traffic pollution. Developed by BMI, Noxite® torch-on roofing
membrane turns harmful nitrous oxides produced by traffic into benign nitrates, a
depolluting effect that lasts as long as the waterproofing membrane. Visit
www.bmigroup.com/uk.
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In Norbord’s latest video, National Sales Manager, Dan Clarke, reaffirms Norbord’s
crucial role as the largest supplier of wood panel products to the UK construction and
house building industry.  By providing the full range of panel and wood products needed
for a complete build, from floor to roof, Norbord is committed to supporting the growth
of UK housebuilding through these challenging times and beyond. You can see the
video and a host of other resources for the construction and housebuilding industry at
www.norbord.co.uk/housebuilders. For further information on Norbord, please call
01786 812 921 or visit www.norbord.co.uk.


Working with award
winning roofing company,
J R Roofing, Freefoam
Building Products announce
the launch of a new video
highlighting the benefits of
fitting Freefoam roofline
products alongside roof
systems. Filmed on location
in Blackpool, the film
presents Josh Morrison and
his team completing the
replacement roof on an attractive Edwardian, end of terrace property, in a rural
location. Josh explains how offering roofline as part of a roofing contract brings extra
revenue and increased customer satisfaction. Freefoam have increasingly seen roofing
companies join the Registered Installer Scheme and wanted to illustrate how the PVC
product range complimented the range and services offered by roofing companies. J R
Roofing were the obvious choice for this film. Having recently been awarded the
prestigious Which Trusted trader accreditation Josh has been in the roofing business
since he was 14! Louise Sanderson, Freefoam UK Marketing Manager summarised “It’s
great to be working with companies like JR Roofing who are capitalising on the benefits
roofline can bring. With a huge potential audience on social media we find short,
punchy testimonial style videos like this work well for us, attracting new enquiries and
building brand awareness.”         
Watch the video at www.youtube.com/watch?v=DG6b2uuQYqY.

 

Installers, builders and homeowners across the UK
and Ireland can now benefit from a rewards boost
until 31 October 2020, thanks to VELUX®. The
roof window manufacturer introduced VELUX
Rewards in 2015, with the scheme providing
customers with an opportunity to earn rewards
each time they buy VELUX products, with different
promotions running throughout the year. However,
throughout August, September and October this
year, purchasers will qualify for £50 rewards on all
VELUX white painted top-hung roof windows and
£30 rewards on all other VELUX white painted roof
windows. Customers can claim their VELUX
rewards at a number of top-brand partners,
including Argos, Marks & Spencer, John Lewis,
Adidas and Tesco. All rewards must be claimed by
13 November 2020. Richard McArthur, marketing
manager from VELUX said: “After what has been a
difficult few months for installers, builders, self-
builders and homeowners alike, we are delighted to be able to give something back
with this new offer. The builders and installers who recommend and purchase our
products for their customers really are our brand champions, working tirelessly to help
consumers transform their homes.” To receive rewards from VELUX, upload your
invoice at www.velux.co.uk/rewards.







 
Aluminium guttering and
drainage system specialist
Marley Alutec has produced
a bespoke Evoke fascia,
soffit and coping system for
a customer’s property in
Grantham. After working
closely with the homeowner
and recommending an
installer for the work,
Marley Alutec delivered a
solution for a new outdoor
barbeque area. Prior to this
project, Marley Alutec had
provided a similar Evoke
fascia and soffit system in
2012 when the existing property underwent a modern rear extension. It was due to the
system’s longevity that the homeowner, Karen Starbuck, chose to select Marley Alutec
fascia and soffits again for her new outdoor barbeque area. Brian Bell, Marley Alutec’s
Head of Technical Sales commented: “By providing design sketches, incorporating
client preferences and offering advice on how best to implement the unique system, we
were able to deliver the exact solution that Karen was seeking and a finish that
matched her previous extension.” On the service she received, Karen commented: “I’m
incredibly pleased with the end result as the new system fits perfectly with the
aesthetic of the rest my house and I know that it will last the test of time.”

  

In response to increasing focus on
sustainable solutions to support the
UK target of net zero greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050, Marley has
launched its MarleySolarTile® range.
The integrated photovoltaics (PV)
system offers easy installation, sleek
design, proven performance, and
energy cost savings. The Marley
SolarTile® range comprises three
sleek, low-profile PV16 solar panels
for roof integration. Each is available
in a range of power output and
styles.  The range covers the Monocrystalline – black 320Wp, the Monocrystalline –
black 300Wp and the Polycrystalline – black 270Wp. Marley SolarTile® comes with
all the components, including fixings, to allow installers to complete the job without
delay and without the need for additional third-party products. Stuart Nicholson for
Marley, comments: “According to the Energy Savings Trust, a typical home could save
between 1.3 and 1.6 tonnes of carbon per year, a saving of up to £260 on the annual
electricity bill, by installing solar panels. Backed by a 15-year system guarantee as part
of a Marley roof system, the Marley SolarTile® range achieves exceptional fire
performance, wind resistance and weather tightness and is the perfect answer for any
potential solar roof vision.” Visit www.marley.co.uk/solarinstall.

 


Top of the range Canadian natural slate manufacturer Glendyne and Burton Roofing
Merchants Ltd, one of the UK market leaders in roofing material distribution, are
pleased to announce the signing of a new and exclusive sole trading agreement for the
supply of the top-quality Glendyne natural slate into the UK market. This exclusive
arrangement along with existing agreements for Australia and New Zealand
significantly expands its commercial coverage. Paul Hattee, BRM M.D. added:
“Glendyne sits perfectly in our product portfolio alongside our Cupa range and
advocates our strategic aim to facilitate our clients with top quality roofing products.
We are excited about the future and look to further establish a strong and strategic
partnership with Glendyne, expand our territories and ensure a consistent supply of
quality material to our customers.” Stephane Therrien, General Manager of Glendyne
said: “Glendyne is excited to announce the upcoming arrival on the world market of its
own coloured slates with unique and exceptional geology. Burton Roofing Merchants
Ltd. has an undiluted commitment to Glendyne and are in a position to maximise the
potential for our brand in the discerning British market.” 
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Building products manufacturer Glidevale Protect has launched Viking Air,
an air and vapour permeable roofing underlay for cold and warm pitched
roofs. Viking Air delivers airflow and ventilation into the roof space of a
dwelling through class-leading air and vapour permeability. This reduces
the risk of condensation in line with BS 5250, without the need for
additional ventilation, subject to a well-sealed ceiling, which is acceptable
to the NHBC.  The product is suitable for use in wind zones 1-4 at
345mm batten gauge to BS 5534, with no need to tape laps or use
additional counter battens.  When the membrane is installed at 310mm
batten gauge or on sarking, it also meets wind zone 1-5 requirements,
ensuring unrestricted use across the UK and Ireland. Viking Air forms an
integral part of Glidevale Protect’s roofing membrane family, which
includes vapour permeable and airtight options, impermeable underlays
together with ventilation products and accessories, giving specifiers and
contractors a single source solution, whatever their pitched roof
challenges. Visit protectmembranes.com/vikingair, contact
info@glidevaleprotect.com or tel. 0161 905 5700 quoting ‘Viking Air’. 
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